
 

The Waves All Plugins Bundle V9r8 FULL REPACK - R2R will contain all the Waves commercial plugins as of October 2018,
released as a bundle for a discounted price. The plug-in bundle includes the following: L1 Ultramaximizer, L2 Ultramaximizer,
L3 Multimaximizer, H-Delay Pedalboard, S1 Stereo Imager, S1 Stereo Imager MKII L1Ultramaximizer is a mastering
compressor which allows you to smooth out your mix and fully control dynamics. The intuitive interface provides you with
access to professional compression parameters so that achieving tonal balance is easy. L2 Ultramaximizer is a mastering limiter
which allows you to push your mix to the limit without audible distortion. The intuitive interface provides you with access to
professional limiting parameters so that achieving the maximum loudness is easy. L3 Multimaser is a mastering equalizer which
allows you to control and shape your mix with extreme precision. The intuitive interface provides you with access to
professional equalization parameters so that achieving tonal balance is easy. H-Delay Pedalboard is a guitar pedalboard emulator
providing five different delays; Tape, Analog, BBD, Grainy and Reverse Delay. The intuitive interface provides you with easy
access to delay parameters so that achieving tonal balance is easy. S1 Stereo Imager is a stereo imaging tool which simulates the
sense of hearing for each channel of your audio. The intuitive interface provides you with easy access to stereo imaging
parameters so that achieving sound image is easy. S1 Stereo Imager MKII is an improved version of S1 Stereo Imager which
allows you to achieve lifelike stereo imaging in your mixes with finer control over the stereo location. S1 Stereo Imager and S1
Stereo Imager MKII are highly recommended for mastering and mixdown. S2 Strobe is a well-known audio utility for adjusting
the stereo position or making stereo panning adjustments. The intuitive interface provides you with easy access to sound
position and panning parameters so that achieving clarity is easy. However, as noted in this product's readme, S2 Strobe is also
used as a "randomize" button in several professional audio applications around the world, including Adobe Audition which
allows you to quickly randomize your audio tracks or selections without having to open them in an editor first. S1 Parametric
Filter is a fully parametric EQ which allows you to control and shape your mix with extreme precision. The intuitive interface
provides you with easy access to parametric equalization parameters so that achieving tonal balance is easy. S1 Parametric Filter
MKII is an improved version of S1 Parametric Filter which allows you to achieve lifelike equalization in your mixes with finer
control over the frequency spectrum. S3A Imager is a stereo image adjuster which allows you to achieve a natural sounding
stereo image in your mixes with ease. The intuitive interface provides you with easy access to stereo imaging parameters so that
achieving sound image is easy.
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